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h’ ANALYSIS OF THE FIJLL-FLOAT~TG JOURNAL BEARING

By Ii. C. SHAW and T. J. hTCSSDORFER Jr.

St.ikIMARY

.4)Lanalysis oj the operating characteristics of a -full-Joafing-
journal bearing, a bearing in which a jioating sleere is located
betu’een the journal and bearing surfaces, is presented together
with charts from which the pei-formance qf such. bearings may be
predicted. “Examples are presented to illustrate the use oj the~e
charts and a iimited number o-f experiments conducted ,upon a
glass -fuli=floating bearing are repro-ted to rerify some results ~f
the analysis.

The ffoatiIig sleere can operate orer a wide range ~f speeds for
a giren shaft speed; {he exact l~alueprina”pally depends on the
ratio o-f clearances and on the ratio of radii o-f the bearing.
Lower operating temperatures at high rotatire ~peed.s are to be
e.rpected by using a <full--eating beam”ng than by we oj a con-
ventional bearing. This lower operating temperature would be
obtained at the expense OJ the load-carrying capccity o~ the
bearing if, -for comparison, the clearances remain the same in
both bearings. .4 jull=ffoating bearing haling the same load
capacity as a conventional journal bearing may be designed ij
decreased c[eara rices are allowable.

INTRODUCTION

The recent use of high-speed turbines and compressors has
cawed much interest in bewings and other machine elements
that are suitable for high-speed use. Overheating of journal
bearings, which is often encountered in high-speed operation,
is generally alleviated by increasing the clearance to induce
a greater oil floLv. An increase in c~earance, howwver, may
have objectionable effects, such as a decrease in load-carrying

waparity or an increase in the tendency for oil-film w-hirl
(references 1 and 2).

The full-floating journal bearing (fig. 1) presents a means
of increasing the oil flow without increasing the clearance
between adjacent mating surfaces. A fIoating sleeve between
the shaft and the bearing surface provides two channels
through which the oiI may flow. A conventional journal
bearing and a full-floating bearing with gready exaggerated
clearances are schematically shown in figure 2. The fuH-
floating bearing is capable of much greater oil flow and hence
shouId have better cooling cha~acteristics for the same
ckrance between sliding surfaces. The total allowable
deflection of the journal reIat.ive to Lhe outer bearing housing

wH1 be greater, however, for a full-floating bearing than for
an “equivalent” journal bearing. AU equivalent journaI
bearing denotes a conventional journal bearing having the
same shaft diameter a~cl the same cIearance as the inner
cIearance of the full-floating bearing except as noted else-
where. The -i-iscosity of the oil and the unit beming load
are also assumed equal.

The origin of the full-floating bearing is IIOt kIIOTTTI.
Stodola (reference 3) mentions the use of a multislee~e
bearing orI a Parsons steam turbine; the function of this

‘-Floohng sieeve ~oil supply

FIGCEE l.—FuH-&xMingjomd hPa-iH

Floafmg sfeeve --<

,--- Shuff ---- ‘.

/ \ I \

Con venfionaf bear;ng Fulf - ~foottng bearing

FIGUBEZ—Diagraqrnatk representation of cmventional and full-ffoating journal bearin~
operatim under kad.
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construction was to dampen the Yibration from an un-
balanced rot or. From 1920 to 1930, full-floating bearings
were used exknsively by the British in the connecting rods
of Bristol aircraft engines. OrIoff discusses the temperziure
chziracterist.ics of tile full-floating bearing in reference 4.
FIoating-type multiplt+oil-fiirn bearings arc clescribed in
references 5 and 6. Experiments by Ferretti (reference 7)
indicate tlutt under li~ht loads a needle bearing functions as
n fuII-floating bearing; the needles tend to rotate as a unit
rather than to roil.

l’ublishwi information on the opmat ing ehartict cristics of
the ftdl-flea ling bearing is incomp]et e and in some cases
misleading. An analytical study of the full-floating bearing
was therefore made at. the FJ.ACA Cleveland laboratory
during 1946 to determine better the operating chamcteristics
01 this typu of bearing. .4 full-floating bearing may be used
~vith t}ro general types of load: a unidirectional Ioacl and a
rotating loLtd. The theory is devclopwf for a, bearing
subjected to t unidirectional load and charts are presented
for usc in the design of such bearings. The manner in
w]}it’h these charts IIMJ’ be used for betiri~~gs subjected to a
rotating load is also presented. Experiments using a glass
bearing were included in this investigation to check some
of the general results of the analysis.

SY&llllOLS

Tl}e following symbols fire used in the comput at ions of
tlte theoretical and tlte experimental analyses:

radifd ckarnnce between journal and bearing sur-
f’tic(w, (in.)

spec’ifie befit of oil at constant pressure
total work done per unit, time in shearing oiI fiIm,

((in.) (lb)/see)
ecc~~ntricity of journal reIat ive to bearing, (in.)
heat generatrd per unit time in shearing oiI fikn,

@tu/see)
film thickness at any point in oil fihn, (in.)
axial length of bearing, (in.)
speed, (rpm)

attitude, ~
c

unit bearing load on projected area, (lb/sq in.)
pressure at any point in oil fihn, (lb/sq in.)
oiI flow-, (CUin./sec)
radius, (in.)
SommerfeId number
shear stress at any point in oil film, (lb/sq in, )
friction torque, (in.-lb)
temperature rise in oil fihn, (*F)
boundary velocity in positive-x direction, (in./see)
velocity of particle of oil in positive-x direction,

(in./sec)
bmring load, (lb) .

axes of rectangular system of coordinates

“ - “,[Qy(~j“eMper&Lt’recrltc’lOnQ. / He

L9,r, 2 cylindrical coordinates (See app~ndix, }

# viscosity of Iub~ica lion, rcyns or (lb-sec/sq in.)

4 attitude angle (See appendix.)

su~scpjp~s:

equivalent journal bearing

: full-floating journal bearing

Y fuII-floating journal bearing

For con~-cntional journal b[’aring:

b bearing

j journal

with restrained slmvc

For full-fioa[ing bearing with unidirectional load:

o shaft surface
1, inner surface of floating slccvc
2 outer surface of floating sleeve
3 stationary bearing surftice

For fulI-floating bearing with rotati]]g load:

o outer b~>aring surfam
1 outer surface of float i~]gsleeve
y inner surface of floatilig sleeve
3 shaft surface

THEORY

Two load-carrying oil films are associated ~vith u full-
ffoating jourmd bearing subjeetcd to a unidimctiomd load:
one in contsct, ~viih the innw surface of the floating sIccvc~
the otltec in contact with the outer surfwe. Viscous shear
in the inner oil fihn tends to make the floating sleeve rotate
with the journal; whereas shear in the outer_ oil film Lends to
retard this rotation. The floating ~lee<re is thus subjwkl
tO t~vo to~ques of oppositd sense, ]vliich cause this skv e to
rotate at an equilibrium velocity kwt~vwn tb~i velocity of thti
jourrml ancl that of the stationary bcwing.

Floating-sIeeve speed,—The curves of figure 3 arc con-
structed from equations (.A25), (A27), and (A28) derived
in the appendix. From these curves, the ratio of tbc spee(]
of the floating sleeve to [hat of t,he journal ATJNo may bc
determined for any ratio of clearances cJc1, ratio of radii
r2/rl, and SonwnerfcM number 170 (reference 8, pp. 23-26,
119-121)

where

(I)e
S’Ois the Sommerfekl number tvhen the sleeve is assumed fixed.

Heat generated in fuII-fioating bearing,—Energy is dissi-
pated as heat, in overcoming the viscous resistance Lo shear
in any hydrodynamic befiring. lu normal operation, most
of the heat thus developed is carried away by the oil as iL
flows from the ends of the bearing. In high-speed oprration,
a high equilibrium temperature generally results. Compari-
son of the amount of heat generated in a full-floating bearing
with that prod ucecl in an equivalent journal bearing is thwe-
fore desti_abIe.

All work done in shearing the two oiI films of a full-floating
bearing must be suppIiecl by the rotatimg shaf L. The t,utal
work EJ that is absorbed by the L]vooil films per uniL time is
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therefore equal to
the inner journal
equfition (,.+17),

the product. of the friction force acting on
and the ~elocity of this journal. From

The corresponding quantity for an equivaknt journal bearirg
is

The ratio of the total heat generated in the full-fioating
bearing to that de~eloped in an equivalent journal bearing
is t]l~D

FIGCBE3.—Variation of speed ratio with Sommcrfekf number fm’fufl.floating beating.

The following equation is computed by making N,= NO,
C,= CO,and r,=ro~rl and applying equations (A24), (A26),
and (.Mi) of the appendix to equation (4):

H1_ 15721(1-72.,’)-+7(2 S’.-s,)
1-

1—72.2
~– 15nJ1-n.’)+2s,

— .(5}
~ l–n,’

A number of cur~es showing the variation of the ratio of
heat generated HJH. with the Sommerjrkl number S&are
given in figure 4. These cur-i-es were obtained by use of
equation (5) and the speed-ratio curves of figure 3.

k ,
iiii iii iiiiiiili I iiiil

I iiii iii I I il; I ii

Stmnerfeld rwmtw, Se

FIGCRE4.—Varizcion af ratio of htuc generated in fullffooting b+ariu to heat generated kI
eqnhlent journal bmring wfth Sonunerfdd number.

Flow of Iubricant through full-floating bearing.—In gen-
eral, the two OUfilms in a full-ftoating bearing together per-
mit more oil to flow than the single film in an equiwdent
bearing. In order to evaluate the relative flow through these
tw-o bearings, it is fist m+cessary to obtain an expression for
the flow between two close-fittkg cylinders with parallel
axes.

Orloff (reference 4) gives the following expression for the
flow- between tvro parallel eccentric c-yLinders (with a change
of notation and units):

(6)

In this equation, the supply pressure p is assumed to be
constant along the periphery of the bearing. In an actwd
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bearing, the pressure changes from point to point around the
bearing; for this case, p is a function of 8 and equation (6)
does not strictIy apply. If the variation of pressure wound
the equivalent and fulI-ffoating oil films is assumed to be
the same, how-ever, then to a good approximation the pres-
sure may be canceled from the numerator ancl the denomi-
nator of the expression for the ratio of flow through the two
bearings. Thus

()()(1+1.5 n12)+ ‘; : 3(1+1 .5n2’)
.

1+ 1.5n62
(8)

Curves showing the variation of oiI-ffow ratio Qf/Q, with
Sommerfeld number Se m-e given in figure 5. These curves
were obtained by use of equation (8) and the speed-ratio
curves of figure 3.

,,, ,,, 8 , i 1 1

I N I 11 /1.1
3 IL I

I
I I I I I I I ~2.uw+

+---w,++

Sommerfdo’ number, S,

FIGURE5.—Variation of oiI-flow ratio in fulI-Roating bearing to that in equivalent journal
kwwin%with Somruerfeld numb[,r.

Temperature criterion for full-floating bearing.—The oper-
8tmg temperature of a bearing is, in genera], dependent, upon
two quantities: the amount. of hca t generated in the bearing
and the quantity of lubricant flowing through the bearing to
carry this heat away. Seseral other factors, such as the
specific heat of the Iuhricant and the temperature cliflerence
betnvet’n the oil and the bearing surfaces, ako influence the
resulting bearing temperature but to a lesser degree.

The operating temperature of a full-floating bearing can
he compared to that of an equivalent journal bearing by

means of a factor caIIed the temperature. criterion. In any
bearing problem, it is approximately correct to assume that
the heat generated is equal to the heat, removed because most
of the heat is carried away by the oil. The. following
equations m~y therefore be written:

He= Q,CpAfe

Hf=Q/CDM.

where the oil-temp(’rature rise At is
bearing-temperat&e rise. Therefore,

proportional to the

(’9’l

From equations (5) and (8),

15n, (l —ne2)+7i2S’,—.
‘=i5n, (l–n,2)+~2(2S.–&)

[
(x)(1+1.572,’)= ;

I-J

:’3(1+1.5n2) —
I—nlz

1+1.5n.2 m “o)

The operating temperature of the equivalent bearing will be
y times the operating temperature of the fu]l-flea t ing bear-
~g tlnc~er the same colldit,ions. Curves showing the varia-
tion of the temperature criterion with Sommwfcld number are
given in figure 6.

~ommer f eld numbef, &

FIGCRE6.—Variation of temperature criterion with Sommcrfcld number,

Operating characteristics of lightly loaded bearings, -–The
operating charactcriskim of the full-floating bearing am of
particular interest at ~ery high }wlues of Sommerfeld number,
inasmuch as such bearings are generaIIy used at high spocds,
Values of speed rntio and temperature criterion are therefore
given in figure 7 for an unloaded bearing, \vhich is equivalent
to a bearing operating with a high value of SommerfeId
number.
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~PP~RATUS A?’JDPROCEDURE

A photograph of the apparatus used to check parL of the
foregoing analysis of the full-floating bearing is shown in
figure 8. The test shaft was supported by two standard,
self-aIining, ball-bearing pillow blocks with the journal
midway between these supporting bearings. The brass
floating sleeve had a cenfiral circumferential oil groove
$$t~ch \vide by ~a ~ch deep on the inside and outside

surfaces. Sk s~mmetricdly spaced radial holes connected
the outer and inner oil grooves. The outer bearing -was made
of precision-bore glass tubing ground to a cIose tolerance;
an inspection of the extent. and condition of the oil film could
therefore be made under operating conditions. In all tz~peri-
rnents, the pressure of the inlet oil supplied to the groove
through a hole in the gIass bearing was maintained constant
at 15 pounds per square inch.

Three full-floating bearings of the following dimensions
were used:

I I

l—l—
Jourrml diameter, (lam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diameter of floating Awe, (in.):

Im.ide . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Outside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dkrrrewr of gIMs hmring, (in.):
Lns+de. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . ---------

Rsdlal bearing ckrmrce, (in.):
Inmr, cl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Outer, cr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . --------------

Rat~o of deys.rrces, m’c~. . . . ..-. .- . . . . . . . . . . -----------
Ratio ofrwU1, r~rr . ... . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-... --—
Beming length, L, (m.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ritio of bearing Iength IOjournal diameter . . . . . . . . . . .

L52S3 ~ L5242

L S325

I

1.5266
L 9975 L 99i3

Am .@oL2
. 0Q19 .CQ241

LCM LK
1.30 L 30
L 705 L 7.54

I. 12 L 15

c

1.5242

1.5325
L 9975

2.0013

.COt2

. 0+318

.43
1.30
L 705
1.12

Inasmuch as glass was used as one of the bearing materials,
w-as thought advisable to Limit the applied load to relatively

low values. Failure of the bearing as indicated by stoppage
of the floatkg slee-re couId, how-ever, be caused at any -ralue
of load by gradually reclucing the speed of the shaft. The
bwring was always loaded unidirectionally by means of a
lever as shown in figure 8; the range of load w-as from 0 to
50 poun[ls. The test shaft w-as driven at speeds ranging
from 150 to 5000 rpm. The speed of the fioat ing sleeve was
{Determined hy inspection under, a stroboscopic light of
variable frequenryo A few- runs were made to check the
effect of ratio of clearances upon speed ratio for an unIoacled
bearing and also to rhwk the effect of bezring load upon
speed ratio. In all runs the effective viscosity of the Iubri-
cant was maintained at 3X 10-o reyns (SM3 10 oil at 12-5°F).

RESULTS .4XD DISCUSSIO~

FL!LL-FLO$TI~GBE.lRl&’GWITHU~lDIRECTIOX~LLO.*D

Floating-sleeve speed.—The floating sleeve of’ a fuH-
flcmting hearing can operate o-rer a viide range of speeds for
a given shaft speed; the exact value principally depends on
the ratio of clearances and on the ratio of radii of the bear-
ing. Except for low Yalues of Sommerfeld ~umber, which
are avoided in practice, the speed ratio .VJXO is independent

u .2 # .6 .8 Lo [2 [4 [6 /.(9 2.0

Rofio of c[eoronces, ~L
&

FICCRE 7.—EtTect of ratio of ckarauees upon tempemture criterion and speed ratio of zrn-
loaded full-fhring bewiug.

FIGL-EE‘3.-.DPDP]ratus used to study pwformmmeof fuU-6oatim bearin~
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of Sommerfeld number (fig. 4). Figure 7 may therefore
be used for lightly loaded bearings as wel~ as for bearings
operating without load. The three data points shown in
figure 7 were obtained using three mdoacled full-floating
l-wirings, each having a. ratio of radii of 1.3. Two of these
poin is are seen to fall very close to the w~alJ~ticalIy deter-
mined solid curve} but the one corresponding to the larger
ratio of clearances is somewhat below the theoretical cur-ve.

5’ommer felcf number, S,

FIGcRE 9.—C0mp8ris0n of experimental and analyt,ca]]y determined WJUeSOf~p~ed ratiO
at different values of &mnmerield number. Ratio of radii Ty[rl,1,30.

ExperimcwtaIly determined values of speed ratio are
shown in figure 9 plotted against Sommerfeld number for
full-floating bearings A and ~, which have ratios of clem-
ances of 1.00 and 0.43, respectively. The experimental
points lie close to the anaIyt.ically determined solid curve
over a wide range of loads in the case. of t.lw bearing C. The
points for the bearing A, however, deviate from the theoreti-
cal curve at low values of Sommerf~~M number. Similar
runs were made on bearing B having a ratio of clearances of
1.67, but these points were irreproducible unless the hearing
\vzs operating completely unloaded. The experimental re-
sults indicate that the analytica~ly de.te.rmined curves approx-
imately represent the performance to be. expechxl from a
1ightly loaded full-floating bearing. TILe bearings with a
large ratio of clearances tencl to be unstable when operated
under load.

Extent of oil film .—Observation of the outer oil film
through tk glass bearing under operating conditions corre-
sponding to those of the foregoing ex-periments showed the
oil fiIm to be continuous at a]] points when the bearing was
loaded. As Ioad was gradually applied, ho~vever, the film
became progressively discontinuous in the region beyond the
point of cIosest approach in the direction of rotation. The
rupture of the oil film, when the journal moves eccentrically,
is due to the tendency for high negative pressures to be
forl~lcd in the region where the surfaces are diverging. Be-
cause a. film cannot withstand tension. it will bredi when a
negative pressure clevelops. Inasmuch as the analysis as-
sumed a complete oil film to exist at alI times, failure of this
assumption to be completely reaIized coukl account for the
limited discrepancy existing het~vcen the experimental and
calculated data.

. Temperature characteristics, -lkss totaI heat. is generated
ill tile two oil films of a fuII-floating bearing than is generated
in the singIe oil film of an equiwdent journal bearing. This
fact is evident, from the curves of figure 4. In addition, fig-
ure 5 shows that the total oil flow though the t}vo clearance
spfices of a. full-floating hearing is always greater than that

through the singk cIearance spare of tl~c~t:ollvel][iomd hew-
ing. These t~~o charwteristics of the ful~-floating bearing
make its Llseof particular interest. in high-spee[i applications
where the operating temperature is an important considera-
tion., The tempt~rature critt’rion offers a convenient mrans
of ewduat,ing the Combiiled influence of an increase in flow
and a decrease in bearing friction on the operating tempera-
ture of the bcaril]g. From figure 6 tk klmpmtiturc criterion
is seen to be always greater than I ctnd hen(Le the fulI-floatillg
bearing is an advantageous design uncler all operating con-
ditions so far as bearing temperature is concerned.

Load c.apacity,—The full-ffoa[ing lwaring is considerefl lg
faiI when & sp~cd ratio is e.i$[hr o or 1. This condition of
faiIure does not mean that tk “full-lloating karing as a unit
has seized to the housing because the unit may (wnt.i[l~ic to
operate ts a conventional journal ?.)eari~)gj with seizurfl ex-

isting bct~veen only one of [11Ppfiirs of mating surffircs. The
full-float ing bearing failed at the out~r surface before iL
faikl at the inner surface in alI cases. A comparison of tIlo
Somrwrfekl numbers for the t~vo oil films should indicate
which surface faikd first.

From equations (.%27) and (.A28)

2=CY(31+2) (11)

lf this ratio is greater than 1, the outer bearing surface SI1OUM
fail before the inner surface. For bearings il and B t.hc
T-alue of the ratio iY,/& \\-as greater than 1. The value of
this ratio for bearing ~ was 0.63 but. i~ also failed on the
outsicle surface. This inconsistency between the thcorrt.ieal
and experimcn[til resuIts may be explained by consideration
Ofseveral unlmowl variables not taken into account: namely,
defkction of the floating slee~c, dirt. in oil, diffrrent viscosity
of the oil in each oil film, and diff(’rcnce in coc[~icier~k of
friction of the beariflg materials. Equation (11) shows thtib,
if the floating s~eeve is thick (rz/rI large) and t~l[~outer rlear-
ance c~ is smalI relative to tlw inner cIemancc, the b~wing
ma-y be, made to fail on the inner surfme first. Bearinbm of
practicaI proportions, however, should faiI first on the outer
surface.

Inwmuch as the floating sleeve of a full-ffoatil~g bmring is
actuated by a fluici drive rather tll[~n by a positive mccl~an-
ical linkage, it may fail [o rotate under certain circumstances.
When the shaft starts to rotate, the floating s}ecvr wilI fail
to rotate if the boundary friction bet}swn the imh~r bearillg
surfaces is considerably less than that be Lween the ouler
bearing surfaces. In general, the starting friction bc~}veen
these two. sets of surfaces will be about. the same, bIi L tlLe
presence of a smnll amount of dirt between the outer bearing
surfaces may increase the skiing friction in this region to
a wdue high eIIOU@ to prc~-ent the floxting skesc from ro-
tating. If metaI-to-metal contact, exists bet]~ec~ the out[w
bearing surfaces at the same time thaL a hydrodynamic film
exists between the inner surfaces, the hydrodynarnir film will
be incapable of transmitting sufficient, torque to the floating
sleeve to overcome the I>igh starting friction bct}vccn the
outer surfaces. This cfficu[ty should be considered par-
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t i(’ularly Ivhen tl~e bearing is subjected to a unidirectional
load. in orclerto avhieve normaI operation of the bearing,
it is necessary to remove the load ancl to allow sufficient,
time for an oiI fikn to be established. A mechanical dis-
turbance such as vibration will shorten the time required
to esttiblish this oiI film.

The failure of the fuI1-floating bearing to function properly
at ali times when started from rest, is a decided disad~antage.
The choice of proper bearing materisls to be used on inner
ami outer bearing surfaces, however, can mitigate this diffi-
ru]ty. The mtiteriak for the outer mating surfaces shonId
of’fer low friction under boundary conditions of Lubrication
and Ao have good embedclability.- The bearing materials
of the inner mating surfaces should offer high frict iom+l re-
sistance under boundary conditions and should not have as
good embeddability, inasmuch as the presence of dirt between
these surfaces -wilI augment the frictiomd resistance, -n-Iricb
ctiuses the floating sIeeve to rotate. For exanlpIe, aIurninum
might k used against steel for the inner bearing surfaces
and Iead against steeI for the outer bearing surfaces.

Xailure of the floating sIeeve may also be caused by starv-
ing one of the oil fihns. Proper bearing design and stilcient
oil pressure will prevent failure of this riature.

\\rhen load capacities are compared, the basis of the com-
parison is the equit-alent journaI bearing, as previously de-
fined. The low operating temperature of the full-floating
bearing may, however, allow smaller clearances bet}yeen
adjace~t surfzces than were necessary for the conventional
journal bearing. In this case, replacement. of the conven-
tional bearing with a full-floating bearing having a load
capacity equal to or greater than the conventional jourmd
bearing wouId be possible.

Floating-sleeve whirl.-OiI-film whirl or shaft whir-l is
generally caused by the action of the oiI -when the bearing is
supporting Iight. loads at. speeds abore the critical speed of
t II+ shaft. It is undesirable because severe tibmt ion and
bletiring failures often result. The floating sleeve was ob-
served to whirl in the direction of journal rotation at shaft
speeds as low as 50 rpm -when unloaded. The circumferen-
tial mo-vement of the. point of closest approach between the
floating sleeve and the glass bearing w-as quite distinct when
the fluorescent lubricant was observed by mems of “bl~ck
light. ” lYith bearing B, the rotative speed of the point. of
closest approach was found to vary from 0.329 to 0.717 times
thp fioating-sIee-re speed as the floating-sIee-i-e speed varied
from 21i to 6130rpm. The whirl speed is not o~.e-hsdf the
critical speed of the mechanical system as it has been re-
ported (references I and 2) to be in conventional high-speed
Imwings. The wlirlng characteristics of the floating sIeeve
of a full-floating bearing should be thoroughly investigated.
The proper choice of grootig in the surfaces of a fuU-
fhmting bearing may prevent this phenomenon.

Use of full-floating-bearing charts.-.h example is pre-
sented to illustrate the use of the full-floating-bearing charts
presented in figures 3 to 6. In order to illustrate the im-

P’Jrtance of he reIation between the inner and outer c]ear-
tinces of a fuH-ffoatmg bearing, five bearings of various ar-

S

rangements of clearances are analyzed. Representative
operating characteristics of these five full-floating bearings
as applied to a rotor of a compressor-turbine power pIant are
presented in table I.

T.kBLE I—REPRESEXTATIJTE OPERATING C’H.\R.\C’TERIS-
TICS OF FULL-FLOATING BEARIXGS

~~
JournaI speed, A-C,(ram) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2&OWJ
Vkca$ty,,g, <rejms). . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . .

.,
,, 2
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. .. - 1

.“. , .,, .,
,,, , Q.;0;

., ,,. 0.022
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Ratio of rarif+ rzlr~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L2
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I
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2
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s
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0.C02
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2.0
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The results presented in table I demonstrate the wide
difference in performance that can be caused by relatively
slight changes in the inner and outer clearances. Such
clearances must be controlled to ~ery close tolerances if the
performance of a fu]l-floating bearing is to be predicted.
By changing onIy the clearances, the speed ratio in the ttible
varied from 0.21 to 0.54.

The d&rease in the total heat generated in the two films
of a fulI-floating bearing o-rer that generated in the single
film of an equivalent bearing is illustrated by tlw data in
tabIe I. EvidentIy, the total heat. generated in a full-floating
bearing may be as IittIe as one-half tkt generated in an
eqtivaIent journaI bearing. By the proper adjustment of
clearances, the combked effect of increased oiI flow and
decreased heat generation may yield a temp~r-ature criterio~
that is greater than 20. Bearings 2 and 4 illustrate the
manner in which the clearances may be chosen to cause the
inner bearing to fail first.

The load capaci~ of a bearing is directIy proportional to
the SommerfeIcI nurrber. Comparison of the Sommerfeld
numbers of bearings 1 and 5 (each having the same tier
clearance) shows that the Ioad capacity of the inner bearing
is somewhat improved by increasing the ratio of clearances
from 1 to 2 but at the same time the load capacity of the
outer bearing is considerably recluced. The cIearance com-
binations of bearings 3 and 5, in which the ratio of clearances
is equaI to 2, are ad~antageous from a consideration of the
operating temperature of the bearing (y is approximately 23].
This increased cooling capacity, Lot\-ever, is obtained at the
expense of a decrease in Ioad capacity. This effect is founcl
to be the generaI case.

The best combi~ation of cicaranccs to be used depends
upon the conditions under which the bearing must operate.
lf the speed of the journal is high and the load is relatively
Iight, cooling the bearing is the paramount probIem; under _.
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such circumstances a ratio of clearances greater than 1 might
be employed. It should be noted> hOW’W?r, that the mea-

sured speed ratio of the full-floating bearing became less
reproducible as the ratio of clearances was increased.
From an over-all consideration of bearing operation, includ-
ing reproducibility, load capacity, aricl cooling capacity, a
ratio of clearances of a little Iess thtm 1 would be desirable
for most full-floating bearings, This bearing wiIl be stable
and will have approximately equal load capacities in the
inner and outer oil films. Whereas this bearing wiIl not
have the maximum temperature criterion, its cooling capac-
ity wiII be about twice thzt of an equivalent journal bearing.

(b) (cl

(d) (e)
(a)Rotating sleere, unidirectional load. (b) R0t8ttig sleeve, rotating Ioad [relative
(c) Equivalent to (b), relative to point on to ground).

load Y8Ct01. (d) Nonrotating sleeve, rotating load (rela-
tive to ground),

(e) Equi%-aIent to (d,), relative to point on
load yectoc.

FIGUREl&-Diagrammatic representations of floating bewiu~ subjected to unidirectional
and to rotating Ioads.

FULL-FLOATING BEARING WITH ROTATKP.G LOAD

Free sIeeve,—The foregoing discussion pertains to rt full-
floating hearing under a unidirectional load, as diagrammati-
cally shown in figure 10 (a). The operating characteristics
are significan~]y changed when a bearing of this type is sub-

jected to a rotating load. The most common case, in which
the load rotates at the same speed as the shaft,, will bc con-
sidered in the following discussion. (See fig. 10 (b).) Inas-
much as i~ is difficulL to visualize the effective motion betiveen
the bearing surfaces }vlum the Ioad is rotating, iL is advarr-
tageous to employ an equivalent diagram oriented with
respect to a fixed point on the load vector (fig. 10 (c)). Com-
parison of this diagram with figure 10 (a) indicates that, the
rotating and stationary elements are interchanged. The
equations and charts of the foregoing analysis may therefore
be made applicahIe to a bearing operating undrr a rotating
Ioad by simply changing the notation, that is, hy numbering
the successive surfaces inward from the outer surface rather
than outward from the inner surface. (See symbol lisL.)

The ratio of radii is Icss than 1 for a bearing operating
under a rotating load whereas this ratio was always greater
than 1 with a unidirectional load. Inasmuch as the curves
of figures 3 and 6 are relatively flat for high vllues of Som-
merfeld number, where the full-floating b[’ari t~g is of most
interest, curves for values of ratio of mdii less than 1 are in-
cluded onIy in figure 7. The speed ratio w-ill evidently be
greater for a bearing subjw M to a rotating load than for a
bearing supporting a unidirectional load; the temp[’ratore
criterion is also slightIy greah~r. IL should be noted that lhc
equivalent journal bearing used in the comparison with a
fuII-floating bearing subjected to a rotating Iotld hwl a
diameter and clearance equal to th~t for the outer hearing.
On the other htind, the equivalent journaI bearing used in
the comparison with a unidirectionally loaded full-floating
bearing had a diameter and clearance cqwd to thvt of the
inner bearing.

Restrained sleeve,—In order to improve the over-ali Ioad
capacity of a floating bearing, Stone and I]ndcmvood (refm-
ence 9) proposed a bearing with a nonrotatil~g SICCVO
(fig. 10 ~d)). Rotation of the floating eIement is prevented by
loosely pinning it to the outer bearing surface in such a way
that curvilinear translation (irrotational motion) is permitted.
The equivalent diagram with respect to the Ioad veeior is
given in figure 10 (e). The Ioad capacity of the inner brar-
ing is then equal to the capacity of the equivalent journal
bearing for which c,= Cz and re=rz~rl, whereas the load
capacity of the outer bearing is t~vicc the e8.pwi ty of the
equivalent journaI bearing. The h~’at generated, however,
in the floating hewing is aI\vays greater than thut developod
in the equivalent journaI bearing as is evident from tbe
following equation, which may be develope(l by a sequence of
steps similar to those used in deriving eq uatiou (5):

Hf’ ( )[ ----13on] >h —%21/1 –n’,*
71;=1+ : 15n.,(1-ne*)+7r%se

(12)

where I]f’ is the total heat generated per unit time in the
bearing of figure 10 (c], and tile subscripts 1 and 2 refer to
the outer and inner oil films, respectively, of the floating
bearing.
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Thc quantity ~l,t/H. is shown in figure 11 plotted against

the Smnrnerfeld number for a con_rentionaI bearing having

a diameter the same as that. of the inner journal of the fioat-

ing bearing. Nlereas the additional heat generated in the

flozting bearing over the heat deveIoped in a similar equiv-

alent bearing is smalI for lightly loaded bearings, this addi-

tional brat may be as much as 100 percent, greater than the
htIat generated in the equivalent bearing under heavy load.
A bearing having similar properties under a unidirectional
Ioad is obtained by loosely pinning the floating element to
thu shaft.

OTHERDESIGS COXSIDERATIOXS

The full-float ing bearings sbowm in figures 10 (a) rind 10 (c)
WW operate at. a lower temperature than a.n equivalent.
journa~ bearing of cl=ci=et but the 10MI capacity wilI be
reduced by a factor equal to the speed ratio. This lower
opf~rat ing tempwat ure is due to the combined effects of de-
creased heat generated in the oiI film and increased oil flow
through the bearing. TIM fioating bearing, which has a Bon-
rotating sIeeve (fig. 10 (d)), will ha~-e a load capacity equal
to the capat;ity of the equivalent journal bearing but \\ill
opw-ate at a temperature intermediate between the ternpera-
tw-e of the equivalent journal bearing and that of the full-
floating bearing tith rotating sleeve. The decision to re-

‘“ b+l 11111 Ill
Rot;o QF

/.8 clearances Hill 11

ll\l%lllllllllll
,.~ Imlllllilllll

* [ I F I I Itlllll
Jll~l/111111

‘“4 l\ll Ndltllllll
,,~ 1’! ’111 Nllllllll

N&d I I-l’L_ !l_llll
‘+J* l~lill~i;l/.OO

24 6 8 10 /2 [4 f~

i

Somner feld rw-nbei-, S.

F[c[ BE Il.—Ratio of heat gem?mted in MM of fi.wre 10 (d) U3[~~ gene~~ted ~ mn~en-
tknal joumaf beming of same sh~ft diameter Pio!wd against Sommerfeld mmak. Clear-
aumset and c> refer to mwr and bmer oil 51ms, respectively; ratio of radif TZ’TI, 1.
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strain the fioating sIeeve depends upon whether bearing
temperature or load capacity is the critical factor.

SUL131ARYOF RESULTS

h analysis of full-floating bearings operating under either
a unidirectional or a rotating Ioad has been made and a de-
sign chart is presented from which the important operating
characteristics of such bearings ma-y be obtained. This
anaIysis enabled the following observations to be made:

1. The floating sleeve operated over a tide range of speeds
for a given shaft speed; the exact speed of the element prin-
cipally depended on the ratio of clearances and the ratio of
radii.

2. The speed ratio of the fulI-floating bearing became
increasingly irreproducibIe as the ratio of clearances was in-
creased above 1.

3. Less total heat was generated in the two oil films of a
full-floating bearing than was generated in the single oil film
of an equivalent journaI bearing (if the floating sleeve -was
not. restrained from rotating).

4. The o-rer-alI coobg capacity of a full-floating bearing
n-as aIways greater than that of an equivalent journal
bearing.

5. The faiIure of the floating sleeve of a full-floating bear-
ing to start aIways from rest, w-hen uncler load, -would be an
important consideration in the design of this bearing.

6. The floating sleeve was observed to whirl at rotative
speeds of this element as ION-as 50 rpm under light lo~d.
The speed of the whirl was observed to vary from 0.329 to
0.717 times the floating-sleeve speed as the speed of the sleeve
varied from 217 to 630 rpm.

7. The Ioad capacity of a full-floating bearing -was Iess
than that of an equivalent journal bearing if the clearances
between aII mating surfaces were the same. By adjusting
the clearances for a fulI-floating bearing, the Ioad capacity
would be greater or less than that of a conventional journal
bearing of the same shaft diameter.

.~IRCR.AFT EXGINE RESE.>RCH L_+ BOR.!TORY,

N.4T10S.lL .+ DvIsoRY COIIMITTEE FOR .lERoN.4uT1r2S,

CLEYEL<ND, OHIO, Jamuary 1, 19..$7.



APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR SPEED OF FLOATING SLEEVE

Expressions are first derived for the friction torques
acting on Lhe journal and bearing surfaces of a conventiomd
journal bearing. These expressions may then be used to
obtain the friction torques, which acL at the inner and outer
surfaces of a fuII-floating bearing. The following assump-
tions are involved in the derivation:

(1)

(Q)

(3.)
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
(lo)

Lubrie%nt is Newtonian.

F1OWis laminar.

There is no slip between fluid and wall.

Inertia effects of fluid may be neglected.

Ilreight of fluid may be neglected.

Fluicl is incompressible.

Film pressure is constant with depth of film.

curvature of film may be negIected.

Films are so thin that they may be unwrapped.

Slopes of unwrapped films are so small that the cosine
of the angle is unity an~ the sine of the angle is equal to the
angle in radians.

[11) Viscosity of the fluid is uniform throughout the fihn.

DERIVATION OF GENERAL FRICTION TORQUE EQUATIONS

A conventional journal bearing is shown operating under
load in figure 12. In the system of coordinates employed,

““ l--’--i

)-
..
‘,

2’ ‘-- (S+ ~ dz}ctxdy

z

FIGURE12.–Diagrammatic representation of forcesacting on journaI bearing operating under
load, showing forces upon elementwy particle o: lubricant in direction of motion.

I 04

the z-axis extends along the surface of the bearing buL is noL
attached to this surface. Consider the free-body diagram of
a particle of lubricant with aII forces acting upon it paraIIcl
to the x-axis. The sum of all these forces must be zero;
tI~aLis,

‘d’’z-(”+%’’)d~ d’+(’+$’y)x’’-8 d’”+

(’+%’)dx’--=o (Al)

or

By Newton’s law of viscous fIow

(A2)

(A3)

From equations (.12) and (A3), noting that ~~< <$ because

the lubricant film is thin

b% 1 bp
p=~ 5;

(A4)

The follo-iving equation is obtained by integrating twice with
respect to y and evaluating tlte constants of integration from
the following conditions: u= UO wkm y=O, and u= ?7,
when y= h:

From equations (A3) and (A5)

(A5)

(A6)

‘i’i%en a continuous oil fihn is assumed tio extend around the

bearing (a full journai bearing), tbc friction torque acting

upon the bearing surface is

SST,= r ~ 2wsCu=0,dxdz (A7)
00

Because dx=rd$, (A8)

SS
L 2r

Tb = F2 .s,v=Ojd@dz (A!l)
00

and therefore

the folIowing integration may be perform cd by parts:

s H’hh ~ do=ph “2”– 2“ ‘]’
n

p&d9
e=o . 0
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The tk% right-bind term is O
(.410) and (.411)

and hence from equations

The film thickness ai any point in the oil fikn (fig. 12)

can be expressed to a good approximation as

/(=c (1+ COS6) (A13)

where bearing attitude n=~”

From equations (.%12) and [.413)

Inasmuch as aIl forces act~~ on the bearing in a direction
perpendicular to the line of centers 00’ (fig. 12) must be
zero for equilibrium

(.115)

From equations (’All) and (.L1.5’)

Tile following expression for the torque acting upon the
journal su~f=ce may be simikrly deri-red:

(A17)

.! PPLICATION OF FRICTION-TORQUE EQUATION-S

.! full-floating bearing is diagrammatically shown in figure
13. The torques TI and TZ, which act upon the inner and
outer surfaces, respecti~ely, of the Boating bearing, must be
equaI in accordance with static equilibrium. Expressions
for T, and TZ may be obtained by substituting the proper
dimensions from figure 13 in equations (.A16) and (.%17),

(A18)

(.419)

(A20)

Equating (.419) and (.420) and noting th~t ~w~ro—~l~~l=

T1(ATO-.iVl) to a ~ery good approximation

The folio-wing equation is obtained by repIacing Tl” in
equation (A2 L) -with its equivalent 2Lrl Pl, where PI is the
unit bearing load acting on the projected arez of the inner
bearing:

The ~iscosities of the inner and outer oil films hare been
considered equal in the foregoing derivation.

w

d~z”

AB = e,
BO = eZ

FICUEE 13.–Diagrammat ic representation of forces acting on full-floating jourml bearing
operating under Ioaci.

The attitude angle @ (fig. 12) has a vaIue of 90° when a
load of any magtitude is imposed upon a full journal bearing
of infinite length (rekre~ce 8, p. 107). The signiflcm t- end
ftow associated xit.h bearings of finite length causes ttis
attitude angle to vary with Ioad. The manner in which the
attitude angle for this bearing varies with load cannot be
analytically expressed inasmuch as the differential equation
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for tbe pressure distribution in the load-carrying oil film of
a full journal bearing of finite Iength has not been solved in
closed form. Published results of several experimental
investigations of this probIem are available, as well as
approximate solutions for partial bearings. (See references
10 to 14.) This work indicates that, as the bearing is
loaded, the journal center moves along a path similar to the
one shown in figure 14. It will therefore be assumed in this

.4”

I I
FICCRE 14-I%th takm by center of journal as appIkd load is increased.

investigation that, as load is applied, the journal central

moves along a circular arc in accordance with the foIIowing
expression:

e=c cos ~ (A23)

sin @=~ I -n* (.424)

From equations (A22} and (A24)

( CII’23/1 —+2
No= 1+ ,— )lv~

c2r]3>11—n*2

Further simpIific~tion of this equation requires a relation
between the load acting on the bearing and the resulting
attitude. Whereas this expression is unavailablfi for a bear-
ing of finite length, the equation for a full journal bearing of
in-finite length (reference 8, p. 120) is

()s= : ‘P~=5(2+n2) (1–n2)112 (A26)
7r2n.

Sommerfeld number is, in generaI, only of qualitative vduc.
Strictly used, it. should be applied only to bearings of infinite
length but when employed for the purpose of comparing
ttvo bearings of the same finite length, tf]e errors introduced
by ignoring end Ierikage tend to cancel each otlwr,

Swift (reference 15) analytically shows thtib the load
capacity of a unidirectionally loaded bearing in which butll
journal and bearing rotate in the same direction (as in fig, 12)
is the same 2ts though the journal filonc were to rotate a~
a speed equaI to the sum of the actual journal and bearing
speecls. Stone and Undcr\vood (reference 9) lmve experi-
mentally verified Swift’s analytical results, ‘1’hvrefore, in
applying equation (A26) to the inner oil film of n fuII-float.ing
bea~ing, the speed to be used is NO+ IV, and equ~tion (A26)
then becomes

For the outer oil film equation (A26) becomes

()
r* 2&lv* 5(2 + r22*)(1—?222)‘/2

8,= ~ ~, = —— (A28)
~zr~z

Equations (A25), (A27), and (A28) may be combined to give

fi=[~}(:)c:):%~i=‘A2’
an d

G)(:) ‘2+’22) [’(w’lH+%l=’+”’-
(A30)

hfE’iWOf2 OF CONSTRUCTING CIIARTS

Equations (.427), (A29), and (.430) may be used to con-
struct charts from which Yalues of the speed ratio JIT1/NOmay
be determined for any value of & Sommerfc~ld number for
given values of ratio of clearances cz/cl and ratio of radii rJrl.
The sequence of operations to be fo~~owed in obtaining such
charts is summarized as folIows:

(a) (Xoose values for c,/cI and r2/r,.
(b) For the values of (a), plot n2 against n, by use of

equation (.430).
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(c) PIot S’, ag&inst n, by use of equation (A2i).
(d) For a given value of S’*,find the corresponding values

of n[ (from cum-e of (c)) and n~ (from curve. of (b)).
(e) Substitute these -ralues of n, and n, in equation (.%29)

and determine the corresponding value of the speed ratio
N*/l\To.

(f) Repeat this procedure using other values of S’l to obtain
data for a mu--re of iVr/No against S, corresponding to the

chosen vaIues of c21cI and rJrl.

In practice, ~, (equation (A.27)) is not a convenient, variable
to use because it. is necessary to know the speed ,VI of the
floating slee-i-e as we~ as the shaft speed ~1’0before & may
be determined. -A more conTetient -rariable is

(.<31)

The quantity SI may be expressed in terms of & from equa-

tions (.+27) ancl (A31) as follows:

“;w‘~’(1+3)=s’(1+3)‘A32)s=(;) p; o

This equation mfiy be used to replot speed-ratio curves against.

the Sommerfeld number S. instead of St. A number of
speed-ratio curves obtained in this manner are shown in

figure 3.
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